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Dash                                          

  
Dash is an online portal that aims to create a unique, scalable electronic marketplace to 

connect restaurants and their clients. The application is created for USA and it provides 

consumers with the ability to checkout the food menu online from multiple restaurants 

through a single portal and allows the users to browse category based restaurants.  

With this app users have every diner, delivery, pub, steakhouse and nightclub at their 

fingertips with phone numbers, navigation, and even their menus. The notifications can 

be opted to sent to users for each meal letting them know who's cooking something 

special and who's giving it away! 

 

Features 

1. Categories and sub-categories of restaurants 

2. Restaurants Listing 

3. Restaurant's Menu listing 

4. Social Media Integration 

5. Custom Ads 

6. Scalable Backend and Frontend 

7. Custom UI graphics 
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Technology Stack 

Front end programming language Phonegap / HTML 

Database  MySQL (SERVER), SQLite (LOCAL) 

iOS Version Support iOS 7.0 and above 

Android version support Android 4.0 and above 

Webservices language php 

Webservices format  JSON 

 

Challenges 

The earlier traditional method of ordering food was limited. Foodies had to travel long 

distance in search of their taste that they craved for. The condition was more difficult 

for a person with all family members of different tastes. He then, has to drive to the 

different direction for collecting all orders.  

Solution  

With Dash, we overlay a way for an electronic market for connecting medium sized 

restaurants with their clients. Users can checkout and browse food from multiple 

restaurants at the same time, through this single portal and have them delivered 

straight to their door. 
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Princessy Cup Cakes                
 

Princessy cup cakes game app has been created for our USA based client and is 

launched worldwide. This is a Kids based mobile game app which enchants the kids that 

the fairy tale world actually exists right there in Princessy Cupcakes game. With this app, 

kids can make their very own pretty cupcakes with adorable decorations and wrappers 

and then they can then feed the ready cakes to their stuffed animal friends inside the 

cupcake shop (The Pink Princess Shop).  

 

 

This app is filled with super-cute, colorful and 

high quality graphics. The users can share 

their Princessy Cupcakes on Facebook, e-mail 

them to a friend (or Grandma), and save them 

to their iPhone photos. The application is a 

perfect entertainment app for Princesses of all 

ages who love all things Pink, “Princessy”, and 

have special love of cupcakes! 

 

Features: 

*Make and share the cutest cupcakes 

* Numerous animal friends to play and feed 

the cakes to. 

*Fun for all ages 

*High-quality graphics 

*Kid-friendly images like stars, cupcakes, and 

unicorns 
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*Easy to learn 

*Great for little girls and moms 

 

Technology Stack 

Front end programming language Objective C 

Database  SQLite (LOCAL) 

iOS Version Support iOS 6.0 and above 

 

Challenges 

Selecting the most appropriate design, characters and colors was, in itself, quite a 

challenge since Princessy Cupcakes went through numerous alternatives before arriving 

at the final choices. This led to the actual turnaround time in graphics designing to 

elongate than the actual duration expected and projected. 

Solution 

With an aim to make Princessy Cupcakes game idea a reality, we preferred to go AGILE 

route by developing the graphics in different versions and steps, which not only led the 

app to complete in time but also complemented with the requirements of our client. 

our creative execution and technical expertise led to make the game beautiful, 

distinctive, entertaining and fun. 
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URFX                       
 

URFX application is basically a 2 Tier application and has 2 sub-apps to connect the 

service providers and the service seekers. It allows the users with all the ease 

of communication and comparison, with the best of individuals and companies to 

choose to do business required as it offers many services which include:  

- maintenance services,  

- shipping, transportation,  

- supply, consulting,  

- talent,  

- events format,  

- special education,  

- translation,  

- Home  

- and other services  
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The application is a real-time, cloud-based mobile application that establishes a two 

way channel between the user and a provider. This application provides users with 

the most accessible and cost-effective way of discovering and booking the services. 

User buy services through their Mobile app which gives the users, the flexibility to 

choose their favorite service provider based on their Profile, Location and ratings 

from past deliveries. 
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Features 

1. Clients can search for service providers in Saudi Arabia  

2. Many Categories are available From Maintenance cleaning, to Events planning, 

deliveries, Tutoring and research and handyman jobs 

3. Clients can find individual service providers and corporates  

4. Payments can be done online or via cash 

5. Service providers can find clients, assign duties,  

Technology Stack 

Front end programming language Objective(iPhone) C, Java ( Android) 

Web Platform ASP.NET MVC, jQuery 

Database  MS-SQL Server 

iOS Version Support iOS 8.0 and above 

Android Support Android 4.0 and above 

Third Party API 
Payford ( Payment Gateway), Quickblox(chat), Google 

Map(Maps), Crashlytics 

Webservices language Asp.net 

Webservices format  JSON 

 

Challenges 

Seamless integration between the web and mobile platforms was a challege. The 

project offered a number of use cases, which could not have been discussed during the 

intiital stages. Automation of Construction service industry in Riyadh required both 

invididual and corporate agenciest to be clubbed together.  

Solution 

Firstly, the architecture needs to be rubust and scalable for such software projects. We 

used MVC framework at the backend and native languages for the mobile devices. The 
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choice of technology stack and ability to understand the business helped us in offering 

prompt solutions to the changes requested by the client. The product has a lot of 

potential to add more features and value for each of its beneficiaries.  
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Marquee Movies, Trailers, Showtimes                  
 

Impekeble LLC wanted to develop a one stop platform through which users could get 

movie info, trailers, showtimes, photos, cast and crew. Marquee is a mobile movie 

discovery app for finding and learning 

about movies, actors, and showtimes. 

The application is for audience all 

over the world and hence is 

multilingual and supports more than 

20 languages. 

 

Features   

-Browse movies in theaters and 

upcoming movies and popular movies 

-Look up movie showtimes at theaters 

around you 

-Get cast and crew information about 

movies 

-Watch high quality trailers 
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Technology Stack 

Front end programming language Objective C  

Platforms Coverage iWatch, iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Apple TV 

Database  Parse, Cloud Storage 

iOS Version Support iOS 7.0 and above 

API Used 

TMDB(Movie Database), YouTube(for Trailers), 

Cinemasource.com(for theater info and showtimes), 

Crashlytics 

Webservices format  JSON 

 

 

Challenges 

Marquee relies on third party data for a wide variety of the information that it provides, 

such as movies, trailers, and showtimes. This information can neither be saved to be 

fetched later nor can the sources of information be multiple since that would have had 

resulted in duplicacy of and non-uniformity of information.  

 

Solution 

The solution for the problem was seamless integration of TMDB API which fetches and 

presents the information real time and it also has minute to minute updated 

information which itself is the core of the app. 
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My Psy Diary                                                  

The MyPsyDiary is a secure psychological-based 

application designed by Dr Amanda Commons Treloar, 

Clinical Psychologist, to assist people with monitoring and 

improving their mental health.  This app is designed with 

security as a primary focus, where access to your diary, 

mood and emotion monitoring, reminder details, and thought recording features are 

only via personalized password entry.  The app records and responds to users thoughts 

and emotions, and allows them to customize the content of the application to their 

personal needs and preferences. It also contains many well-supported psychological 

strategies to help the users feel good.  

 

Features 

- Password protection 

- Moods and emotions monitoring 

-Content customization  

- Thought recording 

-Well-proven and thought Psychological 

strategies  

-Offers reminders and notifications 

- Game (inbuilt) 
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Technology Stack 

Front end programming language Objective C , Java (for Android) 

Devices iPhone, iPad, Android phone, Tablets, iPod touch 

Database  SQLite (Local) 

API Used Graph API 

Android Support Version 4.4 and above 

iOS Version Support iOS 8.0 and above 

 

Challenges 

The challenge in this application was designing something that is soothing to look at 

and effective to the core of the minds for users. So it had to be a mix of simple yet 

cool UI and feature rich with customizable and dynamic behavior as per users mood. 

Other than that the application had to be very secure and encrypted so that the 

user’s information is secure and is only upto them even if someone happens to use 

their app. 

Solution 

Our team has seamlessly created a great UI plus the Psychologically proven 

techniques which gel well with the overall application concept and application. The 

application has been implemented with data encryption and security features in 

order to safeguard user’s personal information.  
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The app is also features as BEST APP for June 2016 by the team of – Best Mobile 

App Awards https://bestmobileappawards.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://bestmobileappawards.com/
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Tzedakapp 

 

Mr. Henry Hazan (Client) needed a non-profit Application, for almost everything, even in 

fundraising. With mobile devices reaching near-ubiquity, donors want to use their smart 

phones or tablets to give to their favorite charities. Some nonprofits are optimizing their 

websites to make it easier for mobile users to donate; others are experimenting with 

text-to-give programs. 

But with so many people downloading mobile applications, or apps, to their mobile 

devices, it makes sense to consider the types of apps available to help with fundraising. 
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Features 

- Can be used without compromising the daily obligations. 

- Users can donate anytime, anywhere, to the institutions of their choice, around the 

globe. 

- Easy interface to get in touch those who want to donate and seclude the meeting.  

- Quick medium to make donations.  

 

Technology Stack 

 

Front end programming language Phonegap / HTML 

Database  MySQL (SERVER), SQLite (LOCAL) 

iOS Version Support iOS 7.0 and above 

Android version support Android 4.0 and above 

Webservices language php 

Webservices format  JSON 

 

 

Challenges 

The ideology behind the concept of this application was to create an easy platform to 

make donations because a number of users are not able to make donations despite 

their willingness and lack of awareness about the institutes and mediums to make 

donation to.  
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Solution 

With Tzedakapp, the users have been provided with an easy medium to connect the 

donators and the institutions that accepts donations. Our team has worked closely to 

implement the kind of payment mediums and adding the verified institutes for receiving 

donations. 
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Local Doctor Home Visit                                             
As the name suggests, the application is an excellent platform that lets the users to view 

and approach different doctors right from their mobile application. This easy to use 

application helps the caregivers of the elderly or disabled or users who are not able to 

visit doctors , an easy medium to look up the doctors for their treatment.  
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Features 

 

- Background-checked, licensed primary care physicians 

- Arriving when it’s convenient for the users. 

- To their home, office, hotel – literally wherever they are 

- Booking Appointments. 

 

Technology stack 

 

Front end programming language Phonegap / HTML 

Database  MySQL (SERVER), SQLite (LOCAL) 

iOS Version Support iOS 9.0 and above 

Android version support Android 4.4 and above 

Webservices language php 

Webservices format  JSON 
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Challenges 

Our team of mobile app developers analyzed the project requirements and had to face 
some challenges during the execution of the plan, including the following: 

1. The major challenge was to develop a complex algorithm to manage the patients' 
appointments based on the availability of the doctors 

2. The client especially required that the online doctor appointment app be simple to 
use and not be too cluttered with functionalities 

3. The app needed to be one of the best apps for doctors to use and manage all their 
appointments 

 

Solution  

After analyzing the client requirements and the project challenges a doctor appointment 
app – Home Doctor Visit app was developed which could be used by both patients and 
doctors. The healthcare application had the following features: 

1. Users could contact the clinics at any time of the day via call, SMS, or an email to 
book an appointment 

2. The clinics could send important updates to the patients about availability of 
doctors and the clinic timings 

3. The android-based medical app was provided with Facebook and Twitter 
integrations which allowed the patients to share information on social media 

4. The android healthcare app could also be used to send the geo-location of the 
clinic to any individual 

5. Users could also check online the latest doctor appointment statuses and set 
medical appointment reminders 
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Reminisce                                         
 

Reminisce is a fun and educational trivia game that allows you to go back into time and 
remember fun and educational facts, as well as, memorable quotes from the past. 
Reminisce brings back memories of incredible American TV shows, movies, etc. that 
tapped specifically into the heartstrings of the American culture and allowed us to 
laugh, cry, get mad and dream. 

 

Features  

- Trivia Game with a big database of questions 
- Two main Categories ( Factoids and Catchphrases) 
- 5 subcategories: (TV, Movies, Sports, History and Commercials) 
- High Score 
- Single Player, Multiplayer  
- Non Stop Game  
- Time bound play keeps the interest of the user 
- Animation and Sound  
- Around 3000 + Questions Database  
- Revmob, In App purchases 
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Technology Stack 

Front end programming language Objective C(iOS), Java (Android) 

Database  MySQL (SERVER) 

iOS Version Support iOS 7.0 and above 

Android version support Android 4.4 and above 

Webservices language php 

Webservices format  JSON 

 

Challenges 

- The questions posted for the users had special characters that were supposed to be 

parsed in the database. We faced challenges in parsing the special characters.  

- Multiplayer Aspect 
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